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•
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• Analytics Zoo for Apache Spark and BigDL
•

High level pipeline APIs, feature engineering, built-in models, reference use cases

• Analytics Zoo Examples
• Transfer Learning, Object Detection, TFNet
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• Building & Deploying
•

Applications, Partnerships, Cloud, Intel Select Solutions

• Distributed Training in BigDL
•

Data parallel training, parameter synchronization, scaling & convergence, task
scheduling, etc.

• Real-world Applications
• Object detection and image feature extraction at JD.com
• Image similarity based house recommendation for MLSlistings
• Transfer learning based image classifications for World Bank

• Conclusion
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Data is the
basis
of competition
in the digital
era
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The path to deeper insight
Prescriptive
Analytics
Predictive
Analytics
Diagnostic
Analytics

Descriptive
Analytics
Hindsight

What Happened?

Insight

Cognitive
Analytics
Self-Learning

How Do I Proceed?

Forecast

How Should I Proceed?

Foresight

What Will Happen, When, and Why

What Happened and Why?

AI

Is the driving force

Intel Analytics & AI Strategy
Smarter Analytics/AI Through the Industry’s Most Comprehensive Platform

Data

Intel analytics
ecosystem to
get your data
ready from
integration to
analysis

community

tools

hardware

Partner ecosystem to facilitate Analytics/ AI in
finance, health, retail, industrial & more

Portfolio of software tools to
accelerate time-to-solution
Multi-purpose to purpose-built
Analytics/AI compute from cloud to
device

Future

Driving AI
forward
through R&D,
investment
and policy
leadership

AI Is Evolving
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Proofs of Concepts → Unlocking real value

AI Is Expanding

End point

edge

Data center
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Comprehensive AI portfolio

One Size Does Not Fit ALL
End point

edge

IOT SENSORS

SERVERS, APPLIANCES & GATEWAYS

(Security, home, retail, industrial…)
Vision &
Inference

Data center
SERVERS & APPLIANCES

Speech
Most use cases

Foundation for AI

Streaming latencybound systems

Built for Deep Learning

Vision & Inference for
various systems types

Flexible & memory
bandwidth bound
use cases

SELF-DRIVING VEHICLE
Autonomous
Driving

DESKTOP & MOBILE

Display, video, AR/VR, gestures

CONVERGED MOBILITY

Vision, speech, AR/VR

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Intel-Optimized AI Software & Tools
TOOLKITS

OpenVINO™
Toolkit

Analytics Zoo
for Apache Spark*

Abstraction

Application
Developers

libraries

MACHINE LEARNING
LIBRARIES

Intel® Movidius™
SDK

DEEP LEARNING
FRAMEWORKS

Data
Scientists

Scikit-Learn

foundati
on
Library
Developers

NumPy

MLlib

ANALYTICS, MACHINE & DEEP
LEARNING PRIMITIVES
MKL-DNN

clDNN

Python

DAAL

See installation guides at
ai.intel.com/frameworkoptimizations/
DEEP LEARNING GRAPH
COMPILER
Intel® nGraph™ Compiler
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Trend #1: Data Scale Driving
Deep Learning Process

“Machine Learning Yearning”,
Andrew Ng, 2016
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Trend #2:

Phillip Radley, BT Group
Strata + Hadoop World 2016 San Jose

Matthew Glickman, Goldman Sachs
Spark Summit East 2015
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Trend #3:

“Hidden Technical Debt in Machine Learning Systems”,
Sculley et al., Google, NIPS 2015 Paper
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Trend #4: Unified Big Data Platform Driving
Analytics & Data Science

Ion Stoica, UC Berkeley,
Spark Summit 2013 Keynote
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Hadoop & Spark Platform
Machine
Leaning
Batch

Graph
Analytics

Streaming

SQL

Notebook

Spreadsheet

R

Java

Python

Interactive

DataFrame

Data
Processing
& Analysis

SQL

Resource Mgmt
& Co-ordination
Flume

Storm

MR

Giraph

ML Pipelines
SparkR

Streaming

MLlib

GraphX

Spark Core

Data
Input

Flink

YARN

Kafka

Storage

ZooKeeper

HDFS

Parquet

Avro

HBase
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The
Chasm
Deep learning experts

Average users (Big Data users, data scientists, analysts, etc.)
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Make deep learning more accessible to big data and data science communities
• Continue the use of familiar SW tools and HW infrastructure to build deep learning
applications
• Analyze “big data” using deep learning on the same Hadoop/Spark cluster where the
data are stored
• Add deep learning functionalities to the Big Data (Spark) programs and/or workflow
• Leverage existing Hadoop/Spark clusters to run deep learning applications
•

Shared with other workloads (e.g., ETL, data warehouse, feature engineering, statistic machine
learning, graph analytics, etc.) in a dynamic and elastic fashion
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AI Is Integrating with Big DATA
AI Models Training And
Inference
On Existing Big DATA Clusters

Apache Spark Emerging as the
Unified Analytics + AI Platform
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AI on
High-Performance

Deep Learning Framework
for Apache Spark

software.intel.com/bigdl

Analytics + AI Pipelines
for Apache Spark and BigDL
Reference Use Cases, AI Models,
High-level APIs, Feature Engineering, etc.

https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo

Unifying Analytics + AI on Apache Spark
22
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• Apache Spark is a fast and general engine for large-scale data processing.
• Originally developed in the AmpLab at UC Berkeley in 2009. Later donated to
the Apache Software Foundation.
• Largest open source project in data processing and became one of the key big
data distributed processing frameworks in the world.
• Speed - Run programs up to 100x faster than Hadoop MapReduce in memory, or
10x faster on disk. Apache Spark has an advanced DAG execution engine that
supports acyclic data flow and in-memory computing.
• Ease of Use - Write applications quickly in Java, Scala, Python, R.
• Unified Engine - Spark comes packaged with higher-level libraries, including
support for SQL queries, streaming data, machine learning and graph
processing.
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Low Latency, Distributed Data Processing Framework
Worker

• A Spark cluster consists of a single
driver node and multiple worker nodes
• A Spark job contains many Spark tasks,
each working on a data partition

Spark Task

Driver

• Driver is responsible for scheduling and
dispatching the tasks to workers, which
runs the actual Spark tasks

Spark Task
Spark Task

Spark
Job

Worker
Spark Task
Spark Task
Spark Task

https://spark.apache.org
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Spark Program
Your application

• Spark runs as a library in your program
(1 instance per app)

SparkContext

• Runs tasks locally or on cluster

• K8s, YARN, Mesos or standalone mode

• Accesses storage systems via Hadoop
InputFormat API
• Can use HBase, HDFS, S3, …

Source: “Parallel programming with Spark”, Matei
Zaharia, AMPCamp 3

Cluster
manager

Local
threads

Worker

Worker

Spark
executor

Spark
executor

HDFS or other storage
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Distributed Task Execution
• General task graphs
• Automatically pipelines
functions
• Data locality aware

B:

A:

G:

Stage 1

Task

C:

• Partitioning aware
to avoid shuffles

groupBy
D:
map
E:

Stage 2
Source: “Parallel programming with Spark”, Matei
Zaharia, AMPCamp 3

F:

join
union

= RDD

Stage 3

= Cached Partition
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• Distributed deep learning framework for Apache Spark*
• Make deep learning more accessible to big data users
and data scientists

• Write deep learning applications as standard Spark programs
• Run on existing Spark/Hadoop clusters (no changes needed)

• Feature parity with popular deep learning frameworks
• E.g., Caffe, Torch, Tensorflow, etc.

• High performance (on CPU)

• Powered by Intel MKL and multi-threaded programming

• Efficient scale-out

DataFrame
ML Pipeline
SQL SparkR Streaming
MLlib

GraphX

Spark Core
https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
https://bigdl-project.github.io/

• Leveraging Spark for distributed training & inference
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Run as standard Apache Spark Program
Data parallel

Iterative

Each Spark task runs the
same model on a subset
of the data (batch)

Each iteration of the
training runs as a
Spark job

BigDL Program
DL App on Driver
Spark
Program

BigDL Spark
library jobs

Standard Spark
jobs
No changes to the
Spark or Hadoop
clusters needed

Worker
Spark
Executor
(JVM)

Spark
BigDL lib
Task

Worker

Worker

Intel MKL

Standard
Spark jobs

Worker
Spark
Executor
(JVM)

Spark BigDL lib
Task

Worker

Worker

Intel MKL
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Scalable & distributed training
directly on top of Spark
3
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…
Partition 1
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Partition n

Training Set

Peer-2-Peer All-Reduce synchronization
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Unified Big Data Analytics + AI Open Source Platform
Reference Use Cases

§ Anomaly detection, sentiment analysis, fraud detection, image generation, chatbot,
sequence prediction, etc.

Built-In Deep Learning
Models

§ Image classification, object detection, text classification, recommendations, GANs,
Sequence to Sequence, etc.

Feature Engineering
High-Level Pipeline APIs
Backends

Feature transformations for
§ Image, text, 3D imaging, time series, speech, etc.
§ Distributed Tensorflow & Keras on Spark/BigDL
§ Support for autograd, transfer learning, Spark DataFrame and ML Pipeline
§ Model serving API for model serving/inference pipelines
Apache Spark, TensorFlow*, Keras*, BigDL, etc.

https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo

https://analytics-zoo.github.io/

*Other names and brands may be claimed as property of others.
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications for big data at scale
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or Kafka)
using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference using TFNet
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications at scale for big data
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or Kafka)
using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference using TFNet
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Native DL support in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines
1. Initialize NNContext and load images into DataFrames using NNImageReader
from zoo.common.nncontext import *
from zoo.pipeline.nnframes import *
sc = init_nncontext()
imageDF = NNImageReader.readImages(image_path, sc)

2. Process loaded data using DataFrame transformations
getName = udf(lambda row: ...)
df = imageDF.withColumn("name", getName(col("image")))

3. Processing image using built-in feature engineering operations
from zoo.feature.image import *
transformer = ChainedPreprocessing(
[RowToImageFeature(), ImageChannelNormalize(123.0, 117.0, 104.0),
ImageMatToTensor(), ImageFeatureToTensor()])
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Native DL support in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines
4. Define model using Keras-style API
from zoo.pipeline.api.keras.layers import *
from zoo.pipeline.api.keras.models import *
model = Sequential()
.add(Convolution2D(32, 3, 3, activation='relu', input_shape=(1, 28, 28))) \
.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2))) \
.add(Flatten()).add(Dense(10, activation='softmax')))

5. Train model using Spark ML Pipelines
Estimater = NNEstimater(model, CrossEntropyCriterion(), transformer) \
.setLearningRate(0.003).setBatchSize(40).setMaxEpoch(1) \
.setFeaturesCol("image").setCachingSample(False)
nnModel = estimater.fit(df)
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications at scale for big data
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or Kafka)
using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference using TFNet
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1. Use transfer learning APIs to
•
•
•
•

Load an existing Caffe model
Remove last few layers
Freeze first few layers
Append a few layers

from zoo.pipeline.api.net import *
full_model = Net.load_caffe(def_path, model_path)
# Remove layers after pool5
model = full_model.new_graph(outputs=["pool5"])
# freeze layers from input to res4f inclusive
model.freeze_up_to(["res4f"])
# append a few layers
image = Input(name="input", shape=(3, 224, 224))
resnet = model.to_keras()(image)
resnet50 = Flatten()(resnet)

Build Siamese Network Using Transfer Learning
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2. Use autograd and Keras-style APIs to build the Siamese Network
import zoo.pipeline.api.autograd as A
from zoo.pipeline.api.keras.layers import *
from zoo.pipeline.api.keras.models import *
input = Input(shape=[2, 3, 226, 226])
features = TimeDistributed(layer=resnet50)(input)
f1 = features.index_select(1, 0) #image1
f2 = features.index_select(1, 1) #image2
diff = A.abs(f1 - f2)
fc = Dense(1)(diff)
output = Activation("sigmoid")(fc)
model = Model(input, output)

Build Siamese Network Using Transfer Learning
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications at scale for big data
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or Kafka)
using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference using TFNet
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1. Read images into local or distributed ImageSet
from zoo.common.nncontext import *
from zoo.feature.image import *
spark = init_nncontext()
local_image_set = ImageSet.read(image_path)
distributed_image_set = ImageSet.read(image_path, spark, 2)

2. Image augmentations using built-in ImageProcessing operations
transformer = ChainedPreprocessing([ImageBytesToMat(),
ImageColorJitter(),
ImageExpand(max_expand_ratio=2.0),
ImageResize(300, 300, -1),
ImageHFlip()])
new_local_image_set = transformer(local_image_set)
new_distributed_image_set = transformer(distributed_image_set)

Image Augmentations Using Built-in Image Transformations (w/ OpenCV on Spark)
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications at scale for big data
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or Kafka)
using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference using TFNet
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• Object detection API

• High-level API and pretrained models (e.g., SSD, Faster-RCNN, etc.) for object detection

• Image classification API

• High-level API and pretrained models (e.g., VGG, Inception, ResNet, MobileNet, etc.) for image
classification

• Text classification API

• High-level API and pre-defined models (using CNN, LSTM, etc.) for text classification

• Recommendation API

• High-level API and pre-defined models (e.g., Neural Collaborative Filtering, Wide and Deep Learning,
etc.) for recommendation
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1. Load pretrained model in Detection Model Zoo
from zoo.common.nncontext import *
from zoo.models.image.objectdetection import *
spark = init_nncontext()
model = ObjectDetector.load_model(model_path)

2. Off-the-shell inference using the loaded model
image_set = ImageSet.read(img_path, spark)
output = model.predict_image_set(image_set)

3. Visualize the results using utility methods
config = model.get_config()
visualizer = Visualizer(config.label_map(), encoding="jpg")
visualized = visualizer(output).get_image(to_chw=False).collect()

Off-the-shell Inference Using Analytics Zoo Object Detection API
https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo/tree/master/pyzoo/zoo/examples/objectdetection
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• Anomaly Detection

• Using LSTM network to detect anomalies in time series data

• Fraud Detection

• Using feed-forward neural network to detect frauds in credit card transaction data

• Recommendation

• Use Analytics Zoo Recommendation API (i.e., Neural Collaborative Filtering, Wide and Deep
Learning) for recommendations on data with explicit feedback.

• Sentiment Analysis

• Sentiment analysis using neural network models (e.g. CNN, LSTM, GRU, Bi-LSTM)

• Variational Autoencoder (VAE)

• Use VAE to generate faces and digital numbers
https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo/tree/master/apps
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications at scale for big data
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or
Kafka) using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference using TFNet
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import com.intel.analytics.zoo.pipeline.inference.AbstractInferenceModel;
public class TextClassification extends AbstractInferenceModel {
public RankerInferenceModel(int concurrentNum) {
super(concurrentNum);
}
...
}
public class ServingExample {
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
TextClassification model = new TextClassification();
model.load(modelPath, weightPath);
texts = …
List<JTensor> inputs = preprocess(texts);
for (JTensor input : inputs) {
List<Float> result = model.predict(input.getData(), input.getShape());
...
}
}
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Kafka

File

Data Frame

(Batch/Stream)

df.select($’image’)
.withColumn( “image_type”,
ImgClassifyInBigDL(“image”))
.filter($’image_type’ == ‘dog’)

BigDL UDF

Filtered Data
Frame

(Batch/Stream)

Seamless support of deep learning functionalities
in SQL queries and stream processing
ImageNet dataset (http://www.image-net.org)
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BigDL
Model

Bolt
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Flume
HDFS/S3
Kinesis

Bolt
Spout

Twitter
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BigDL
Model

Spout
Bolt

Bolt
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Build end-to-end deep learning applications for big data
• E2E analytics + AI pipelines (natively in Spark DataFrames and ML Pipelines)
using nnframes
• Flexible model definition using autograd, Keras-style & transfer learning APIs
• Data preprocessing using built-in feature engineering operations
• Out-of-the-box solutions for a variety of problem types using built-in deep
learning models and reference use cases
Productionize deep learning applications at scale for big data
• Serving models in web services and big data frameworks (e.g., Storm or Kafka)
using POJO model serving APIs
• Large-scale distributed TensorFlow model inference & fine tuning using TFNet
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1. Export TensorFlow models (in your TensorFlow program)
import tensorflow as tf
batch_size_tensor = tf.placeholder_with_default(128, shape=[])
x_batch, y_batch = tf.train.shuffle_batch (..., batch_size=batch_size_tensor, ...)
cnn = cnn_model_fn(x_batch, y_batch)

First, you can export a TF model from the
tf.Session()
TF program.

sess =
init_op = tf.group(tf.global_variables_initializer(), tf.local_variables_initializer())
sess.run(init_op)
for step in range(600):
_, loss = sess.run([cnn.train_op, cnn.loss], ...)
from zoo.utils.tf import *
export_tf(sess, folder_path, [x_batch], [cnn.prediction])
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2. Load exported TensorFlow model into Analytics Zoo
from zoo.pipeline.api.net import *
model = TFNet.from_export_folder(folder_path)
# Alternatively, you may directly load a frozen TensorFlow model as follows
# model = TFNet(model_path, [“image_tensor:0”], [“output_tensor:0”])

3. Add a few layers and run distributed model inference
import zoo.pipeline.api.autograd as A
from zoo.pipeline.api.keras.layers import *
from zoo.pipeline.api.keras.models import *
input = Input(shape=[2, 3, 226, 226])
features = TimeDistributed(layer=model)(input)
f1 = features.index_select(1, 0)
f2 = features.index_select(1, 1)
diff = A.abs(f1 - f2)
result = Model(input, diff)
result.predict_image_set(...)
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TensorBoard integration for visualizing
BigDL program behaviors
https://bigdl-project.github.io/master/#ProgrammingGuide/visualization/
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• Load existing TensorFlow, Keras, Caffe, Torch Model
•

Useful for inference and model fine-tuning

•
•

Allows for transition from single-node for distributed application deployment
Allows for model sharing between data scientists and production engineers
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Analytics Zoo Examples
Transfer Learning, Object detection, TFNet
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Notebook:
https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo/blob/master/apps/dogs-vs-cats/transfer-learning.ipynb
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Notebook:
https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo/blob/master/apps/object-detection/object-detection.ipynb
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Notebook:
https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo/blob/master/apps/tfnet/image_classification_inference.ipynb
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Break
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